BOOK AWARDS
1994 Gay/Lesbian Book Award Winners

• Lesbian Culture: An Anthology
edited by Julia Penelope and Susan J. Wolfe (Crossing Press)
• Lesbians, Gay Men And The Law
by William B. Rubenstein (New Press)
• Stonewall by Martin Duberman (Dutton)

The American Library Association Gay and Lesbian Book Awards
Committee is pleased to announce the winners of the 1994 Gay/
LesbianBookAwards. Theawardsaregivenannuallytotwobooks
of exceptional merit examining lesbian and/or gay experience and
published during the prior calendar year. Established in 1971 , the
Gay and Lesbian Task Force Book Awards are the nation's oldest
and long-lived. The two award winrung books were selected by a
group of thirteen academic, public, and special librarians from
around the United States. This year the finalists considered for the
awards were selected from a list of 47 nominated titles, which in
turn were drawn from a list of over 600 titles, fiction and nonfiction, identified as having gay or lesbian content.

The book awards will be presented on June 27, 1994, during an

The 1994 Gay and Lesbian Book Award for Literature goes to
Leslie Feinberg for Stone Butch Blues (Firebrand Books), a poignant exploration of transgendered identity in the years surrounding the Stonewall Uprising.

Send nominations to Ellen Greenblatt, Chair, A L A Gay and
Lesbian Book Award Committee, Central Technical Services,
Lockwood Library Building, State University of New York at
Buffalo, Box 602200, Buffalo, NY 14260-2200. Nominations may
also be sent by FAX to (716) 645-5955 or by email to
ULCREG@UBVM.CC.BUFFALO.EDU.

The 1994 Nonfiction award winner, Family Values: Two Moms
and Their Sort. by Phyllis Burke (Random House) chronicles the
author' s transformation from the closet to activistism though the
catalyst of lesbian parenthood.
Both books were selected from a list of ten finalists. Runners up,
all due recognition as some of the best books of 1993, include:

LITERATURE:
T Growing Up Gay: An Anthowgy For Young People
edited by Bennet Singer (New Press)
• The Last Generation by Cherrie Moraga (South End Press)
• Scissors, Paper, Rock by Fenton Johnson (Pocket Books)
• She's Always Liked The Girls Best: Lesbian PU:zys
by ClaudiaAllen (Third Side Press)

NON-FICTION:
• The Lesbiart. And Gay Parenting Handbook: Creating And
Raising Our Families by April Martin (HarperPerennial)

awards ceremony at the American Library Association Annual
Conference in Miami Beach, Florida.
With the selection of the 1994 award wi nners, the Gay and Lesbian
Book Award Committee now turns its attention to the 199 5 awards.
The committee encourages nominations from the general public.
excluding only those persons affiliated with book publishing finns.
Nominations for English language books published in 1994 can be
submitted through December31, 1994. Nominations must include
a brief statement -about one-half page in length - as to why the
title is being recommended.
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Roland Hansen, Male Co-Chair:
After all the distractions of Denver, Los Angeles was a welcome
sigbt/site for Midwinter 1994. I thought it was one of the more
productive Midwinter meetings for the GLTP. The 1994 program
promises to be timely, interesting and hopefully attractive to many
conference attendees; the 1995 plans have started to take shape as
well. It seems as if we are fmall y falling into place with the regular
ALA calendar as far as planning goes. Wendy has further details on
the 1994 program in her column. And, as usual, many people are
needed to help with all manner of activities both in Miami (1994),
and Philadelphia ( 1995) and Chicago ( 1995). Philadelphia was
chosen as the site of Midwinter 1995 after the cancellation of
Cincinnati. Don't forget about the GLTF 25th Anniversary in
1995. At this point there will not be a program at the 1995 annual
conference. However, there are plans for two alternative events. A
Pre·Conference is planned to bring together and spotlight gay and
lesbian professional organizations, with ALA/GLTF as the host
organization. Other organizations might include the Society of
American Archivists, the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force,
and the Art Libraries Society of North America. The other plan is
to organize a dinner, with an expanded book awards presentation,
similar to 1990. but better, to celebrate the GLTFs 25th.
Nomination forms for Steering Committee vacancies were available at the Midwinter Conference. There is also a form in this issue
of the Newsletter. [Page 5) There is one detail to note. The Program
Planning Chair is not an elected position. This person will be
appointed by the Steering Committee at the Tuesday Meeting
during the Annual Conference. However, nominations and/or
volunteers are being solicited via this form. NOMINATIONS ARE
DUE BY APRil.. 15. 1994. Mail or FAX your nomination to me.
We discussed the elecuons procedure at both the Steering Committee meetings. Since there are no membership lists for the SRRT
Task Forces, a mail ballot is not possible. Newsletter subscribers
could be mailed ballots. but not all subscribers are "members," and
some "members" attending Miami would not have a vote if they did
not subscribe. So. voting will take place at the Membership
Meeting on Monday June 27th. The polls will be open from 9:30
- 11 :00 AM. Results will be announced at the Steering Committee
meeting on Tuesday, if not before. Voters will be required to
"register" by verifying their membership in SRRT. A SRRT list
will beavailablealong with a ..judge of election."Remember,as we
say here in Chicago, "Vote early, and often" - NOT! Anyone
nominated will be notified before being placed on the ballot. and
given the option of accepting or declining the nomination. I would
like to add that the goal of setting up this election procedure is to
someday be able to include our ballot with the SRRT ballots. and
all the ALA ballots that are mailed in the Spring. I would be
interested in hearing how people feel about this - to "mainstream
or not to mainstream". Thanks.

task force will also be held at the Membership Meeting. There has
been a proposal to change the name of the Task Force to the Gay.
Lesbian and Bisexual Task Force. There will be a "Yes/No" option
and copies of the proposed changes will be available at all GLTF
activities, and at the "polling place". This is the first step in any
changes; ALL changes must be approved by SRRT Action Council. The proposed changes were published in the previous issue of
the Newsletter.
The budget news from SRRT is not too rosy a picture. We should
be fine for the next two conferences, but we (SRRT) need to start
thinking about some fund raising. That means we (GLTF) need to
start thinking about fund raising, and funding, particularly of the
Book Awards. One idea is to set up an endowment for ilie Book
Awards - the interest of same would fund the awards. Getting the
seed money is the tricky part. I am going to meet with Patricia
Martin of ALA Development and ask her advice on how this might
be set up. It would also be the kind of thing that people could
contribute to. bequeath gifts to. etc .. and it would continue to grow.
I will have more information in the next issue and/or at the Miami
Beach Conference. Our budget request to SRRT was for $2,200.00
and was approved. This is for the 1994-95 fiscal year beginning
September 1, 1994.
Remember to get those nominations to me by April 15, along with
any other communication bits.
Roland C. Hansen
SAIC Flaxman Library
37S. Wabash
Chicago, IL 60603
FAX: 312.263.0141
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Wendy Thomas, Female Co-Chair:

..

'

It was great to see so many GLTF-ers at Midwinter. We had a good
turnout at our meetings, and a wonderful time was had by all at the
social hour, held at the Trojan Horse Restaurant at the University
Hilton on the campus of USC. There was plenty of room to mingle
and talk by the bar, at tables, or near the fireplace (yes, fireplace,
despite the fact that it felt like summer for the East coast contingent!). Special thanks to Stephen Klein, Keith Trimmer, and other
local organizers who coordinated this event.
One of the biggest developments at Midwinter is that Gai I Defendorf
and Dan Hodge were officially appointed co-coordinators of the
Clearinghouse. Gail will soon be receiving the boxes of Clearinghouse "stuff' and she and Dan will be deciding how to divide the
work of updating, copying, etc. If you have material to send to the
Clearinghouse, contact the co-coordinators: Gail Defendorf, Morris
Library, University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19717-5267; work
phone: (302) 831-8721; FAX: (302) 831-1046; e-mail:
gail.defendorf@mvs.udel.edu; and Dan Hodge. DataCenter Library ,464 19th St., Oakland, CA 94612; phone: 510/835-4692; email : dan@igc.apc.org.
The Steering Committee gave Gail and Dan the go-ahead to start
making selected Clearinghouse materials available electronically.
beginning with the Clearinghouse order fonn, the documents
available without charge, and one or two of the others (prob abIYthe
archives list). If all goes well. these items should be available via
GAY-LIBN and the Queer Resources Directory before Annual.
In the meantime, there will be Clearinghouse order form in the next
issue of the Newsletter.

members of the Program Planning Committee. have been hard at
work lining up several speakers for the 1994 program: Beyond
Daddy's Roommate: The Evolving Market for Children's Books.
We've all noticed the many articles in American Libraries, Library
Journal, and other publications detailing challenges and defenses
of Daddy's Roommate, Heather Has Two Mommies, and others.
Our 1994 program will move beyond the debate and will focus on
where gay and lesbian children's and young adult literature is
heading and what "challenges" await in the future. Please tell your
colleagues who work with children's and young adult materials to
come to our program; it's going to generate a lot of discussion! See
the sidebar in this issue of the Newsletter for more information.
Speaking of Miami .... we still need some help! First, we'd love to
have a Read-Aloud coordinator, as Gary Klein, the coordinator for
the Midwinter Read-Aloud, has a scheduling conflict Also, we
desperately need ideas, locations, coordinators for the GLTF social
hour. So, if you live in the area, or know someone who does, get in
touch with one of us!
Lastly, see Roland's statement for info on GLTF elections and the
vote on the by-laws change. Nominate someone or yourself, and do
participate in the elections!
Wendy Thomas
Schlesinger Library
Radcliffe College
Cambridge, MA 02138
phone: 617.495.8647
FAX: 617.496.8340
e-mail: wendy@harvarda.harvard.edu

Now, on to Miami! Due to the Stonewall 25 celebrations in New
York (and elsewhere), we've adjusted our usual GLTF schedule a
bit. Here's the schedule as it now stands (room assignments are not
yet available):

..

Friday, 6/24:

Steering Ctte.

8-lOpm

Saturday, 6/25:

Prog. Planning Ctte.

9:30-llam

Sunday, 6/26:

Book Awards Ctte.
Read-Aloud

2-4pm
4:30-S:30pm

Monday, 6/27:

Bi Disc. Group
Membership Mtg.
(Elections!)
Combined Program
& Book Awards
Social:

8-9am
9:30-llam

Steering Ctte.
Prog. Planning Ctte.

11:30-12:30pm
2-4pm

•

I

Tuesday, 6/28:

2-5:30pm
6-Spm

As you can see, what we've done is to move most of the big
meetings/events to Monday, to accommodate those who might not
join us until then. The combined program and book awar?s promises to be an exciting event for the GLTF. Terry Allison and

ALA Offtce for Intellectual Freedom
announces 1993 ''most challenged'' books
Daddy's Roommate by Michael Willhoite, a picture book designed
to help children understand a non-traditional family setting, was
the year's "most challenged" book in 1993, according to the
American Library Association (ALA) Office for Intellectual Freedom (OIF), the only library censorship monitoring group. The top
ten list of the year's "most challenged" books was released today
during the ALA Midwinter Meeting at the Los Angeles Convention Center. "It (Daddy's Roommate) tries to make the point that
non-traditional families are loving, too," said Judith F. Krug,
director of the ALA OIF. "But because the father is gay, the book
has engendered a storm of controversy nationwide in school
districts and public libraries."
Krug said the topic of homosexuality was the number one reason
why books and other library materials were challenged in 1993.
Also included in t993's list are Heatl1er Has Two Monznzies, by

I

Leslea Newman, a story about lesbian parents, and The New Joy of
Gay Sex, by Charles Silverstein.
The second most challenged book of 1993 was Madonna's Sex.
OIF reports that communities from North Carolina through Texas,
Illinois, Colorado and Washington fought heated battles over
whether the title should be in library collections at all - some
libraries rejected it based not upon its content, but its binding,
contending it would fall apart almost immediately. Others, recognizing that public interest was at a fever pitch, made available what
the public wanted.
Other titles on the 1993 list of "most challenged" books included
classics and award wi nners such as: Bridge to Terabithia, by
Katherine Paterson; Forever, by Judy Blume; The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn, by Mark Twain; I Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings, by Maya Angelou; and two titles that reflect both the
continuing focus on witchcraft and satanism and children's love of
fantasy-Alvin Schwartz's More Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark
and Roald Dahl's The Witches.

in fact requires new members to sign a God oath, in effect
discriminating agaiunst humanists, atheists and other
non-believers; and
WHEREAS corporations, charitable foundations, and
others are recognizing that these policies of the Boy
Scouts of America are inconsistent with the notions of
equality and justice for all and have accordingly severed
relationships with The Boy Scouts of America; and
1.n.1~~ the American Library Association has tradi-

tionally been in the fore on the promotion of equality for
gays and 1esbians, most notably with their policy 54:3 and
others, and has also opposed discrimination based on
religion and belief;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Social Responsibilities Round Table urge that the Association for
Library Service to Children sever its relationship with
The Boy Scouts of America until such time as these
policies are ended.

Krug said Schwartz and Stephen King are tied for second place as
the most challenged authors of 1993.
For 1993, 697 challenges to books and other library materials were
reported to OIF. This compares with a total of 651 challenges in
1992 and 514 in 1991.
"Some of the increase may be due to better reporting, .. Krug said.
"Nevertheless, the pace and the variety of challenges being reported suggests there is a genuine surge in demands for censorship.
There has been a steady increase in complaints about materials
having to do with homosexuality or gay lifestyles. There is no
doubt that homosexuality is at the top of the target list for many
conservative, religious pressure groups.,,
In 1991, 40 of the challenges focused on homosexual themes. In
1992, that number rose to 64 and in 1993, 111.
ALA Press Release

On OUR Honor: The Boy Scouts and ALA
In June of 1993, SRRTAction Council passed the following reso-

lution. The ALSC has not acted on the resolution:
WHEREAS the Boy Scouts of America has a stated
policy of discrimination against gays and lesbians and
through this policy fosters and promotes homophobia in
our society; and
.

WHEREAS The Boy Scouts of America portrays itself as
a secular organization open to all boys of certain ages, but

Miami Program wlll foe11s on Children's
and Young Aduh publlshlng
"Beyond Daddy's Roommate: The evolving Market in Chilctren•s
Books'' is the title of the GLTF program scheduled for Monday
from 2-4:30 PM. Program Planning Committee Terry Allison
reports that Howard Reeves, editor at Hyperion Books for Children
will preside over a panel discussion of the evolving market in
children's and young adult publishing related to lesbian and gay
themes and characters. An author, publisher and book reviewer
will join two librarians in getting beyond Daddy's Roommate,
Heather Has Two Mommies and other challenged books. While
much resistance persists, the market for children's Ii terature continues to evolve as it begins to represent many groups, gays and
lesbians prominent among them, previously underrepresented in
children•s and young adult literature. Panelists include Linda
Perkins of Berkeley Public Library; Therese G. Bigelow of the
Missouri State Library; Roger Sutton, Executive Editor of the
Bulletin of the Center for Children's books, University of Illinois;
Ken Geist, Director of Marketing, Farrar, Straus & Giroux;
Jacqueline Woodson, author of The Dear One, Maizon, Last
Summer with Maizon, and Maizon at Blue Hill. The program is cosponsored by the American Association of School Librarians and
the Association of Library Service to Children. For more infonnation regarding the program, contact Terry Allison, Library Services, California State University San Marcos, San Marcos, CA
92096-000 l, (619) 752-4358 .
Terry Allison, Program Planning Chair
\

WANTED: Miami Re•d Aloud Coordinator
Due to a time conflict Gary Klein will not be able to c0-0rdinate
the Miami Beach Read-A-Loud. We are seeking a replacement. If you are interested and meet the requirements, contact
either Roland Hansen or Wendy Thomas (addresses under
their reports).
Requirements:
~

No commitments during the Read-A-Loud slot, SUNDAY,
June 26, 4:30-5:30

~

Must be able to get to the GLTF Read-A-Loud 30 minutes
before scheduled starting time. Bring some tape, a marking
pen, and paper in order to put up a few signs to guide people
within the hotel. Have an imaginative approach to selecting
back up materials, and be willing to solicit volunteers.

~

Must give "good read''!

Salary:

• Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha ... Seriously, the Read-A-Louds are
a lot of fun and always very uplifting.

~ The Long Beach City College Library

recently received a grant
in the amount of $5,000 awarded to the College's Lesbian, Gay,
BisexuaJ Student Union and Gay Pride, Inc., the organization
responsible for the annual Gay Pride Parade and Festival which
raises money to be returned to the local community. The college's
LGBSU is actively involved in collection development at the
LBCC libraries, and the grant stipulates that the money be spent
exclusively for books and other materials relating to lesbian, gay
and bisexual issues for the college's two libraries.
Letter Crom Ronald E. Albert, Department Head,
Library Servlc:es, Long Beach City CoUege.
~

''Front Page" will be displayed in two galleries of Alexander
Library on the New Brunswick campus of Rutgers University from
Feb. 28, through March 6, 1994, as part of Lesbian Gay Bisexual
Appreciation Week at Rutgers. The 156 different front pages from
April 26, 1993, give viewers a rare panorama of the way American
newspapers covered the historic 1993 Lesbian/Gay/Bi March on
Washington. For information contact: James D. Anderson, 908/
932-7501 or William K. Dobbs, 2121966-1091.
GAY-LJBN Posting, 111994

Y

STEERING COMMITIEE NOMINATIONS BALLOT

I
Four vacancies on the GLTF Steering Committee will be filled
at the ALA Annual Conference in Miami, Summer, 1994
~

Male Co-Chair, 1 JI' te1na, 1994-85

OIOce:

Name:
2

Address:

T Fe111&le Co-Chair, 2 JI' tuc11a, 19941-96

•Secretary, 2 JI' te111a, 19941-9&
~ P1ogram Planning Chair, 2

I
I

ptaa na, 1894-96

This form is designed for self-nominations~ or nominations
submitted by someone other than the candidate. If you are
nominating someone other than yourself, please indicate that
on this ballot by checking the appropriate box. Anyone nominated by someone else will be notified of their nominataion
BEFORE voting takes place.

Nominated candidates m•t be muc11bera of SRRT,
and of course AUL

I
I
I
I

...J I am nomlnadng soa1oone a.lber lban n1pelf
Plene retum completed ballots hr Aprtl 1 a, 1894
Roland C. Hansen
SAIC fla•11mn Ubrary
37 S.Wabaah
Chicago, IL 60603
FAX: 312.263.0141

Y UMl is expanding health care coverage for its Newspaper and
Periodical Abstracts database, available through OCLC EPIC and
FirstSearch. By April 1994 AIDS Alert, AIDS Patient Care, Sexu-

ally Transmitted Diseases, Journal of Acquired lmmu11e Deficiency Syndromes will be included, among others. Contact Thomas
Pack, UMI, 800/626-2823m ext. 223.
News Release

Y The governing Council of the American Historical Association
has decided not to hold its January 1995 annual meeting in
Cincinnati, Ohio, because of the recent referendum in that city that
eliminates sexual orientation as a basis for protection against
discrimination. The AHA Council took this action at its January
6 meeting in San Francisco, during the 1994 annual meeting.
GAY-LJBN Posting, 11811994

Y The Advocate has won the "1993 Folio Editorial Excellence
Award", in a competition that pitted it against publications such as
Time and Newsweek! Folio is a trade magazine for the magazine
publishing industry- winners of the award were selected by peers.

Y APA Journal Vol. 2, No. I (Spring/Summer 93) is: Witness
Aloud: lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Asian/Pacific American Writings. $10 plus $2 for handling from Asian American Writers
Worshop, 630 First Ave., 4K, New York NY 10016.
GAY-LJBN Posting, 111994

•In April, Routledge will publish Tilting the Tower: Lesbians I
Teaching I Queer Sz,bjects (Linda Garber, ed.)The book deals with
issues of being out as a lesbian teacher/scholar; contributors are
professors, department heads, H.S. teachers, and grad. students.
Some of the better-known contributors are Michele Barale, Evelyn
Torton Beck, Estelle Freedman, Toni McNaron, Nancy Stoller.
GAY-UBN Posting. 111994

• There is an effort to establish a "Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual
Health Science Librarians Interest Group" within the Medical
Library Association. A Listserv has been established. For more
infonnation contact Benning or Jerry Perry at the Library of Rush
University, Chicago, IL perry@lib.rpslmc.edu
GAY-UBN Posting. 1Vl993

GAY-LJBN Posting, 111994

Y The High School Journal (ISSN 0018-1498/86) has publ.tshed
its special issue on "the gay teenager." It is a double issue (v.77, no.
1and2, Oct/Nov-Dec/Jan, 1993-94) and offers 19 articles on the
subject. Topics include: gay teens in literature, gay and lesbian
curriculum, homophobia in the high school, among others.
GAY-LJBN Posting, 1/1994

Y On January 25 the National Library of Medicine eliminated all

online charges for searching three AIDS-related databases and an
online directory of sources of information. The 75,000 members
of the NLM international on line database network may now search
AIDSLINE, AIDSDRUGS, AIDSTRIALS and DIRLINE without
charge. The change to free access is the result of recommendations
made at the Nill HIVI AIDS Information Services conference held
in June 1993. For information on how to gain access to the four
databases, contact the Office of Public Information, National
Library of Medicine, 8600 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20894 or
send an Internet message (publicinfo@occshost.nlm.nih.gov).
GAY-LTBN Posting, J/26/1994

Y In June the Lesbian Writers Fund will be making three fiction

and two poetry awards of $11,000 each. In addition, the Sappho
Award of Distinction $5,000 grant will be given to an established
lesbian writer. Winners in 1992 & 1993 were Audre Lorde/
Adrienne Rich. Call Astraea, 212-529-8021, or write Astraea
National Lesbian Action Foundation, ATIN: Lesbian Writers
Fund, 666 Broadway, Suite 520, NY, NY 10012.
GAY-LIBN posting. 1-2611994

Y "Becoming Visible: The Legacy of Stonewal I" at the NY Public
Library (18 June - 20 August 1994) will explore the emergence of
the lesbian/gay community and political movement, primarily in
New York. The Library will also schedule lectures, film/video
programs, etc. The New York Public Library for the Performing
Arts will mount a related exhibit on performance and protest.
CLGH, Comm1rtte on lesbian and Gay History. 11193, p.6

Y Canadian Revenue Minister David Anderson apologized after a
package of lesbian science fantasy novels sent from Markham,
Ontario to Little Sister's in Vancouver ended up in the hands of
Canadian Customs inspectors. Anderson called it a "double mixup." But Janine Fuller, manager of Little Sister's said, "It's hard to
believe that out of all of the bookstores in Canada, we are the only
one that this happens to."
Angles, Jan. 1994

YA selection of Lesbian and Gay Studies syllabi offers a look into
courses at Duke U. at New York U. There are reading lists as well
as course descriptions. This will be a regular feature of LGSN.
LGSN, v.20, no.3. November 1993, p.12-17

Y Gay and Lesbian American Plays: An Annotated Bibliography,
has been published by Scarecrow Press. The book, co-written by
Ken Furtado and Nancy Hellner presents infonnation about plays
that have been "out there" but not catalogued. The bibliography
provides a single, current reference for American gay and lesbian
plays, playwrights, and companies, containing listings for more
than 700 plays with LGB primary characters or themes.
LGSN, v20, no.3, November 1993, p 18

Y The University of California, Berkeley, and the Gay and Lesbian

Historical Society of Northern California have made available for
the first time a microfilm set of major serials, the San Francisco
Ba)' Area Gay and Lesbian Serials Collection. Included are classic
magazines of the 1950's as well as newspapers currently being
published. Filmed from originals in the Historical Society &
supplemented by rare issues borrowed from private collections, the
complete set includes 59 journals on 96 reels and a 35 page
annotated guide ($2400; or printed guide only $15). You may also
order individual journals ($35 per reel), including vintage selections like the Ladder ( l 956-1972) and the Mattachine Review
( l 955-1966). For infonnation, contact: Interlibrary Lending Service, Photoduplication Seclion/307 Library, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720; (510) 642-1598; FAX (510) 643-8476.
LGSN, v.20, no.3, November 1993, p.19

T Outright Speakers and Talent Bureau offers programs with gay
and lesbian themes, featuring Troix Bettencourt, Betty Berzon,
Dorothy Hajdys, Eric Marcus, Karen Thompson and Michelangelo
Signorile, etc. Outright claims to be the only LGB run agency in the
US. Contact: Craig Dean, Outright, Suite 403 1330 New Hampshire Ave, NW, Washington, DC 20036. Phone (202) 822-6546.
Flyer

T Lesbian Bookstores featured in Lesbian Connection: Dreams &
Swords, A Feminist Family Bookstore with over 6000 titles, 828 E
64th St; Indianapolis, IN 46220, (800) 937-2706; Ladyslipper

(comprehensive resource for tapes CD's and videos by women),
P.O. Box 3124. Durham. NC 27715, (800) 634-6044; Lunaria, 90
King St. Northampton, MA 01060. (413) 586-7851; Elephant
Books (women of color), P.O. Box 804845, Chicago, IL 60680.
lesbian Connection, v.16, iss.3 (Nov.!Dec 1993), p.4.

T The LGSN, Lesbian and Gay Studies Newsletter will begin
indexing its own issues with the March 1994 issue (v .21, no. 1). The
index will be annual, and once the system has been devised, the
project of indexing back issues will be undertaken.
LGSN. v.20, no.3, November 1993, p.10

'Y In a San Jose speech at the Billy De Frank Gay Community
Center, gay education pioneer Virginia Uribe described the success

of the Friends of Project l 0 in Los Angeles Schools. The Friends
have allied with the librarians to purchase gay and lesbian materials
for the collections. 90% of the librarians have cooperated.
Bay Area Reporter, Dec. 9 1993, p. 5

T Many places are involved in controversies resulting from
challenged materials. GLTF Newsletter spotlights these places and
the questioned titles every issue. For specific details refer to local
newspapers and the Newsletter on Intellectual Freedom.
Overland Park, KS

Dayton, OH
Hales Corners, WI

Sussex, WI
Indianola, IA

AU-American Boys
Annie on My Mind
Daddy's Roommate
Heather Has Two Mommies
Wisconsin Light
Daddy's RoommaJe
Is It A Choice?

T In Fairfax County, VA, some parents will have access to their

children's circulation records. This will only be allowed in cases
where both parent and child have signed a rider to the library card
application. Fairfax County Public Library public information
officer Georgette Blanchfield stated that the new policy was in
response to parents' complaints concerning overdue fmes. Chris
Erd of the Sexual Minority Youth Assistance League said the
policy change will limit the resources available to LGB teenagers
who might feel coerced into signing a parental rider review.
Washington Blade, Dec. 24 1993, p.10

T "Relevant" is a classified bibliography of sources in homosexu-

ality, compiled by HOMODOK, the Documentation Center Homosexuality at the University of Amsterdam & published in the
International Lesbian and Gay Association's ILGA Bulletin.
HOMODOK offers other services to those involved in lesbian &
gay research, & hosts the ILGA Archives. Contact: HOMODOK,
Oudezijds Achterburgwal 185, NL- 1012 DK Amsterdam, Netherlands. Phone: 31 20 525 26 0 l; FAX 31 20 525 30 l 0.
ILGA Bulletin, issue 2/93, p. 21-23

T The first issue of the Harvard Gay and Lesbian Review includes
articles by Andrew Holleran on hjs undergraduate years at Harvard,
April Martin on biological theories of homosexuality, & Reed
Woodhouse on the development of a gay literary voice. To order a
copy, send $5 to HGLR, P.O. Box 1809, Cambridge MA 02238
ClGH. Committee on lesbian and Gay History, 11/93, p.7

T The New Hampshire state chapter of Eagle Forum will offer
books with a negative portrayal and outlook on homosexuality to
school libraries. The Eagle Forum initiative is in response to an
earlier book distribution project by Parents, Families and Friends
of Lesbians and Gays which has given out more than 500 LGBpositive books to about half of the school libraries in the st.ate.
New York Native , Dec. 20, 1993, p. 10

T California State University Northridge is initiating a gay and
lesbian studies program at the university - the Queer Studies
Institute. The Institute will include a library. The Institute will be
a financially independent program of the School of Humanities.
Long Beach Press Telegram , Monday, Dec. 6 1993, 82

T Tapes of the programs from the New Orleans Convention of PFLAG (1993) are available. For a complete listing, see the
PFLAGpole Winter 1994, p.10. Tapes may be ordered from PFLAG 2474 Silver Ridge Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90039-3322.
PFLAGpole, Winter 1994, p. 10

T The Tulsa County Library Commission has prohibited the
distribution of out-of-town publications at its public libraries. The
move targets the Wichita-based gay newspaper The Parachute.
The new policy allows distribution only of items that that carry
more than half of their contents about "established Tulsa non-profit
community organizations." Parachute Tulsa reporter Tom Neal
will be starting his own lesbian/gay publication, the Tulsa Family
News. which presumably will meet the Commission's criteria.
San Diego Gay and lesbian Times Dec. 2. 1993. p. 15

T "Hostile Climate: A State-by·State Report on Anti-Gay Activ-

ity11 documents anti-gay efforts in 41 states and the DC since
November 1992. The report. issued by the People for the American
Way, also indicates that libraries and schools have increasingly
become targets of concerted censorship attempts.
Frontiers (Los Angeles). December 3, 1993. p. 15
0

'Y Copies of MSRRT Newsletter (Minnesota Social Responsibili-

ties Round Table)f 993 lndex of Periodical Annotations are available. Contact Chris Dodge or Jan DeSirey, 4645 Columbus Ave. S.,
Minneapolis, MN 55407. (612) 541-8572 (days); (612) 823-1214.
MSRRT Newsletter, 2/94, v.7 #1 , p. 3

T Rachel Pepper's article "'Zines: You Too Can Spew, provides
an overview of the zine scene in the LGB community. Pepper
herself publishes two 'zines and manages the 'zine section for A
Different Light Bookstore in San Francisco.
Deneuve, v 2 no. 4, July/August 1992 [sicj p.38-40

T In "Roundup of Recent Releases on the Gay and Lesbian
Experience," David Azzolina evaluates collected and general
works, autobiographies, reference materials, works on cultural
studies, history, legal & military issues, literature, film & the arts,
philosophy &religion, science, and vocational issues, ALL dealing
with gay and lesbian themes.

T The Minneapolis Public Library Board voted on Dec. I to extend
f ult domestic partner benefits to same-sex employees. The decision

comes after an opposite vote in November. A settlement was
agreed upon by the Board and three lesbian librarians who had sued
for their DP benefits. Under the agreement, the suit is dropped.
Equal Timt (Weekly), Dec. 9-16, p. I· 3

MultiCulturaJ Review, v.2 no.4, December 1993, p. 22-27

T In ''Technology and AIDS Education" Darci Lolley discusses
T Willie Mae O'Neal examines the impact of AIDS in the library

workplace. The article includes a brief review of the literature.
With the advent of ADA, libraries must make a reasonable accommodation for disabled persons. O'Neal emphasizes planning and
preparing policies that stress increased education and awareness.
Emergency Librarian, Jan.JFeb. 1994. \ .21 no.3 p. 26-28
1

T Fall 1993 saw the announcement of two new journals with AIDS
as the primary focus: AIDS & Culture and JournalofNeuro-AIDS.
Ayer and SLGC Newsletttr, #76, Fall 1993 p. 7

T Thelma McCormack's "Keeping Our Sex 'Safe': Anti-censor·
ship Strategies vs. the Politics of Protection" explores the "connection between state-supported censorship enforced by the criminal
justice system and artistic freedom.,, She argues that mainstream
culture ''with its images of women as family-centered" is more
harmful than the dehumanizing images of women in pornography.
Fireweed. a Feminist Quarterly, issue 37, p. 25-34

T Task Force Report and the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
havenewcontactdata: 173414thStNW, Washington.DC20009,
(202) 332-6483, FAX: (202) 332-0207, IDD: (20'2) 332·6219.
MSRKI' Newsktter, 2194, v.7 #1, p. 14

T Dan Savage reviews Alfie's Home, a children's book in which
a child is molested by a straight uncle and later grows up thinking
he is gay, but is "cured" of his condition by a "therapist" who
convinces Alfie's father to take him on fishing trips and to ball
games. Alfie goes straight and marries Nancy! Savage explores the
motivations of author Richard Cohen, a Unification Church member who performs "reparative therapy'' at the International Healing
Fdn. in Washington. DC. In November 1993, Cohen came lo
Seattle Public Library to present his theories of homosexuality.
The Stranger, Nov. 1·7, 1993, p.7-JO

T IGLA Bulletin is the newsletter of the International Gay and

Lesbian Archives. The 12-page Winter 1993194 issue includes an
article about the Archive's scope and operations, an annotated list
of over 80 new books, and a profile of Eva Le Gallienne (''Miss Le
G: The Last of the Great Lesbian Actress-Managers"), as well as a
review of Martin Duberman's Stonewall. (P.O. Box 69679 Los
Angeles, CA 90069, 310-854-0271, FAX: 310-854-0271 ).
MSRRT Newsletter, 2194, v.7 #J , p. 9

T John De Cecco, founder of the Journal of Homosexuality and
presenter at the 1992 GLTF program has received death threats and
is under attack for his membership on the board of editors of
PAID/KA: The J oumal ofPaedophilia, a serious academic journal
devoted to the study of pedophilia. San Francisco State University
supports Dr. De Cecco's right to study this area of human sexua11ty.
Californians ACT Newsletter. v .7 no.13. p. 1-2

recent advances in AIDS education through the use of media
technology. Lolley is an HIV/STD prevention specialist for the
Florida Dept. of Education.
Media & Methods, September/October 1993 p. 16·17

T Indianola, Iowa Library Director Charles Ginder bought a copy

of Eric Marcus' Is It a Choice? when a patron pointed out that the
library contained virtually no infonnation on homosexuality. "We
needed to have it." Ginder said, ''I looked at our collection and
reaJized there was a gap." John Taylor, who has challenged the
book, responded, ''Tell the homos to read God•s Bible. Best book
yet." Letters of support are needed for the Indianola Library. Write
to the Indianola Library Board, 207 North B, Indianola, IA 50125.
Bay Area Reporter, 11124193, p. 11

T Chelsea House Publishers announces two new series on gay and

lesbian topics. The 30-volume Lives of Notable Gay Men and
Lesbians and the 25-volume Issues in Gay and Lesbian Life. Now
available in the Lives series: James Baldwin, by Randall Kenan.
Future Lives: Martina Navratilova, T.E. Lawrence, k.d.Jang, and
Oscar Wilde. Future books in the Issues Series: Asian·American
Gay and Lesbian Culture, Gays and Lesbians and Sports, Growing
Up Gay or Lesbian. For infonnation: call 800/848-BOOK.
Flyer

T WORLD (Women Organized to Respond to Life-threatening
Diseases) offers a Resource List on AIDS newsletters, books and
hotlines from a woman's p.o.v. For infonnation, contact: WORLD
(510) 658-6930, WORLD, P.O. Box 11535 Oakland, CA 94611.
WORLD, January 1994, No. 33, p. 7

T The NOGLSTP Bulletin (National Orgaruzation of Gay and
Lesbian Scientists and Technical Professionals) features infonnation on the group as well as individual initiatives of members. Of
particular interest for librarians is the focus on electronic resources
relating to LGB issues. For more infonnation, contact: NOGLSTP,
Inc. P.O. Box 91803 Pasadena, CA 91109, (818) 791-7689.
NOGlSfP Bulletin, Winter 1993194

T A Directory of Resources for gay and lesbian parents is included
in every issue of the GLPCI Network, published by the Gay and
Lesbian Parents Coalition International. Listings include member
chapters and youth support groups.
GLJ>CI Network., Fall 1993, p. l 0· 11

T The NationaJ Transgender Library and Archive - a repository

for books, periodicals, films and other material - is now open at the
headquarters of AEGIS (American Educational Gender lnfonnation Service). Contact: National Transgender Library and Archive,
P.O. Box 33724, Decatur, GA 30033, (404) 939-0244.
MSRRT NfiVskner, 3194, v.7 #2, p. 16

T Dr. James Steakley is seeking libraries and librarians who could
provide leadership and/or assistance in developing a project to
microfilm German LOB periodicals from the l 920's held at the
Deutsche Bilcherei in Leipzig. The complete runs of almost 30
periodical titles contain extensive reporting on the movement for
homosexual emancipation, pertinent political news, short stories,
poetry, classified and display ads, etc. Because they have been
hidden away behind the Iron Curtain the sets are still bound and in
excellent condition. If you have had experience with preservation
microfilming through the CRL or another agency or can help in
another way, contact: JamesD. Steakley, Dept. of German, University ofWisconsin, VanHiseHall, 1220LindenDrive,Madison, WI
53706. 608-262-2192 (office), 608-255-6782 (home)
Letter from Jim Steakley

T Maryland Library Association, s Intellectual Freedom Advisory
Panel held a meeting on homophobia in libraries on Jan. 26, 1994
in response to recent attempts on Maryland's eastern shore to
remove Heather Has Two Mommies and Daddy's Room.TTUJte from
the library in Wicomico County. The meeting featured a presentation by a gay parent, Jimmy Reid, who stressed the importance of
GLB materials in the collection. Reid noted that he had been made
to feel uncomfortable by some librarians when seeking material
and urged libraries to sensitize staff to the needs of diverse
communities. Approximately 13 non-members showed up and
were invited to attend the meeting. The guests seemed impressed
with the commitment of librarians to a free, open, and diverse
representation of issues.
Letter from Steve LaBash, MLA IFAP

T Sanford Berman reports the following additions to HCL Subjects: Gay detectives in literature, Gay professional workers, Gay
radicals, Heterosexism in business, Heterosexism in management,
Homeless gay men, Lesbian detectives in literature, Upper class
gay men, Violence against male prostitutes, Working class gay
men. Library of Congress Subject Headings weekly lists (in the
CSB) report the following HCL headings accepted as LC: AIDS
activists, National March on Washington For Lesbian and Gay
Rights, Washington, D.C., 1987. To receive regular, complete
updates of HCL subject analysis, subscribe to the Cataloging
Bulletin. $12/institutions, $6/individuals. ASD/Accounting,
Hennepin County Library, 12601 Ridgedale Drive, Minnetonka,
MN 55305-1909.
HCL Cataloging Report, January-March 1994 & CSB
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In November 1993 on behalf of the ALA Gay and Lesbian Task
Force, I contacted Terrance Ford, Editor of the MLA ln.ternational
Bibliography with suggestions for improving coverage of lesbian
and gay literature. We spoke on the telephone, and after our
conversation I sent him a copy of the Lesbian and Gay Section in
Katz' Magazines for Libraries.

In January 1994, after mulling the matter over and consulting with
his advisory board, Mr. Ford replied,'' Largely due to your interest,
we looked at our coverage ourselves, and agree with you that the
coverage of non-Master List titles is not sufficient. As you know,
much of the secondary literature on gay and lesbian topics is
published in non-literature journals, and our coverage of those has
not been adequate."
He enclosed a list of titles the MLA is acquiring "to consider for
systematically indexing.'' The list includes 15 lesbian and gay
titles, featuring several popular lesbian and gay press titles you
would expect, plus the otherwise unindexed BIG Magazine, BLK,
Breakthrough, ColorLife, Deneuve, and On Our Backs.
A complete list of titles under consideration for selective indexing
by the MLA Bibliography: The Advocate, Amethyst, Art & Understanding, The Atlantic Monthly, Babilonia, Belles Lettres, BIG
Magazine, Blimp, BLK, The Bloomsbury Review, Blues Review
Quarterly, Books in Canada, Breakthrough, Brick, Christopher
Street, Cinefantastique, ColorLife, Deneuve, Details, Felix. Firsts,
Gay Times, Geist, Genre, GQ, Heresies, High Performance,
Hitchcock Annual, Interview, Kunst & Museumjournal, Lambda
Book Report, Mirabella, Ms., Mystery Scene, New Left Review, off
ourbacks, On Our Backs, Omni, Opera Now, Our, Premiere, Quill
&: Quire, Saturday Night, Studio Magazine, The Wire, The Women's
Review of Books, Woman and Earth, Woman of Power.
The list includes a number of popular press titles, but they failed to

take my suggestion to take a look at Essence and Ebony, in spite of
the excellent example I forwarded of an unindexed article from
Essence appropriate for the Bibliography - an interview between
Audre Lorde and James Baldwin (December 1984, pp 72-4+). Mr.
Ford told me they would revisit that decision.
Mr. Ford also welcomes additional suggestions and contributions.

He writes, "You might know that approximately one-third of the
citations in each year•s bibliography is produced by volunteer
bibliographers in various subject areas. If you or someone you
know (perhaps a member of the ALA Gay and Lesbian Task Force)
would be interested in making this type of contribution, I would be
glad to explain how this is done. Clearly, it would benefit the field
of gay and lesbian studies to have a more complete bibliography
within the MLA Bibliography, to be seen in the context of the rest
of the literature.'' So write or call him if you are interested.
(Terrance Ford, MLA Bibliography, 10 Astor Place, 5th Floor, New
York, NY 10003)
If these new lesbian and gay press titles are selected for inclusion
and once selected, they are not too scantily indexed, the expanded
MLA Bibliography in conjunction with the expanded Book Review
Index, promises to alter the relationship between the academic
mainstream and gay literary traditions. We must make this development work for us- use it to acquire lesbian and gay literature and
lesbian and gay press titles for our libraries. We must also remain
politically aware of the way mainstream indexers are covering (or
not) alternative, academic and popular presses. We must advocate
representation of the under-represented wherever possible.
Polly Thlsdethwalte, Wexler Library, Hunter College CUNY

Reviews are a regular feature of the GLTF
Newsletter. H you
would like to be•

come a reVIewer or
to receive reviewer
guidelines, contact
the Reviews Editor.

David Streeter,
GLTF Book Review Editor
Pomona Public Library
P.O. Box 2271
Pomona, CA 91769
(714) 620-2026 (w)
(714) 623-0850 (fax)

A Certain Discontent. By CleveBoutell. Naiad Press, 1993. $9.95
paper. ISBN 1-56280-009-4

Katya, who teaches writing at the local college, is beginning to
come out of the numbness that took over her life after her lover
Loren's death from cancer. Central to that healing is raising Sam,
Loren's five year old daughter, who bad come to live with themafter
his mother's tW:tth- his father was in prison for drug and arms dealing.
Katya and Chris meet and spark instantly, but the sparks take some
time to turn into a full blaze. In the meantime, the stalker seems to
be coming closer and closer, and Katya becomes increasingly
fearful for herself and for Sam. The tension spirals steadily, along
with the clues and mis-clues to the identity of the perpetrator. Finally
Sam is abducted, and Katyalets herselfbe captured in order to find and
save him and Chris is tied up by the murder and . . . The ending is
actually rather startling, something of a deus ex machina, which seems
odd in a novel which has no socially redeeming adult male characters.
The novel is suitable for collections of contemporary lesbian and
gay fiction.
Susan Lee Sills, University or California, Irvine

A compelling novel and not a simple one. The narrator changes
abruptly, from Aunt Beatrice to the main character, her niece
Joanna, to Joanna•s lover Vicki, to their friends.
The story begins with Beatrice be.corrung Joanna,s guardian, and
Beatrice•s remembrance of the events that led up to this. Shortly
after Joanna moves in with her aunt and begins college, she finds
Vicki. Through Vicki Joanna begins to move in a small, select
social world of lesbians who don't ask and don't tell. The time is
post-World War II, and this women's world runs mostly parallel to
the "regular,, one, with as few intersections as can be managed.
This is a coming-of-age story for Joanna, who would be 60 if she
were alive now. She is a firebrand feminist, wrought of her own
brilliant mind and also of Aunt Beatrice' s guidance. Joanna even
manages to become aware of the class differences between many
young women who are a part of her march on the Dean' s Office.
The age of the main characters should not deceive you into thinking
this is a simple story of coming to terms with being lesbian in the
early 50's; that is the least of it It is a compelling, sensuous love
story. And it is more of a call to remember our foremothers, and
what they had to accomplish with the (frequently) unknown legacy
of their foremothers.
Suitable for collections of modern fiction.
Susan Lee Sills, University of California, Irvine

Corners of the Heart. By Leslie Gray. Rising Tide Press, 1993.
$9.95 paper. ISBN 0-9628938-3-8

This is a thriller cunz love story. Someone is stalking the women the lesbians of Deer Falls- murdering them by throwing them off
of a cliff. Chris, a talented artist, French-born but living in the
upstate community ofDeer Falls for some ti me, is enraged and also
terrified. Her beloved gay brother was murdered a few years ago
and she has been dead to any passion but rage (and fear) ever since.

How Can You Write a Poem When You're Dying of AIDS?.
Edited by John Harold. Casse11, 1993. $10.95 paper. ISBN 0-30432904-5

There is no denying that AIDS has taken a great toll on us as a
society: friends, children, spouses (both gay and non-gay), family
members - the list is endless. Not one person in the entire world can
deny that this djsease has affected them in some way or another.
Voices have been silenced by death, yet despite all of the suffering
and death, some voices still manage to reach us and give us the
strength to continue with our lives. With this in mind, the editor of
this heart-felt and beautiful poetry anthology, John Harold, has
pulled together a wide range of emotionally charged poems which
discuss the impact AIDS has had on the community of the entire
world - both on very spiritual and personal bases. Originally
published in the United Kingdom, this anthology is one of the best
collections of poetry this reviewer has come across in years. Many
of these poems reveal images in beautifully written metaphors of
the "closing of a door" or people "leaving rooms"; of love being
sought and often found; of love and commitment (both physical
and spiritual); of despair and hope. No one who reads this anthology will come away unaffected. These poems are a moving and
beautiful trjbute to those who have struggled valiantly to survive in
a plague-ridden t1me as well as to those who have fought by the
sides of loved ones as they have struggled to survive. And survive
they do. in one way or another, as these poems show. Aside from
the beautifully written tributes, royal ties from the sale of this book
go to the Lesbian and Gay Bereavement Project.
This book is an excellent choice for libraries which have strong allencompassing poetry collections.
Rob McCabe, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI
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Scene from the Movie GIANT. By Tino Villanueva. Curbstone
Press. 1993. $10.95 paper. ISBN 1-880684-12-8

The scars which racism leaves often have a seriously damaging
effect on the lives it affects. Take for example the plight of a
fourteen year-old Chicano boy sitting in a darkened movie theater
watching a physically and morally violent scene in the movie Giant
which addresses racism against Mexican-Americans as they try to
get service in a "whites only.. diner. How does the hatred and
violence affect this impressionable young viewer? If you're talented, you might turn this experience into a powerfully written
five-part poem as Tino Villanueva has done. In his book, Scene
from the Movie GIANT, Villanueva takes the reader on an emotional roller-coaster ride, often creating a conscious feeling of
anger at the injustices caused by racism and the powerful effects
film can have on one individual.
This poem has ta.ken apart the scene where Rock Hudson has
brought his wife, daughter, daughter-in-Jaw and grandson out to eat
at a local diner- after this frame by frame analysis the reader is left
with a definite feeling of the impact of the scene. This is a unique
inside view of how violence and racism affect us as Iivin human
beings. Not only does Villanueva provide us with his feelings as he
recreates his viewing experience in 1956, he also offers readers
proof of his anger and frustration following this experience.
Villanueva's strong imagery and narrative style make this poem
something that the reader will not soon forget. This book is an
excellent choice for any strong poetry or Chicano studies ool1e:ction.
Rob McCabe, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI
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A Lure of Knowledge: Lesbian Sexuality and Theory. By Judith
Roof. Columbia University Press, 1993 [c. 1991). $14.50 paper.
ISBN 0-231-07487-5
A volume in Columbia University Press' Between Men-Between
Women: Lesbian and Gay Studies Series, A Lure of Knowledge
examines lesbian sexuality in four discourses: film. psychoanalysis, literature and feminist criticism. Roof (Professor in the Department of English at the University of Delaware) opens by relating
an incident in which a passage of lesbian arousal in Anais Nin's
Diaries was altered heterosexually for two ofher later publications.
From there, she examines the straight soft-core films Emanuelle
and Melody in Love, mainstream lesbian films Desert Hearts,
Lianna, I Hear the Mermaids Singing and Entre Nous, the lesbian
novels This Is Notfor You and Rubyfruit Jungle, Emily Dickinson's
sexuality, Freud•s Case of Dora. 1985 feminist literary anthologies, and finally brief discussions of Margaret Court's public
trashing of Martina Navratilova's lesbianism and butch/femme
sexual expression. Her discussions of the films and novels intertwine popular readings with the post-modem approaches of numerous critics such as Nancy Choderow, Julja Kristeva, Luce
Irigaray, Adrienne Rich and Helene Cixous. This book requires a
firm grounding in post-modem theory and vocabulary. Replete
with original and complex thinking, this book examines the tensions created by lesbian sexuality in texts. Recommended for
women's studies. gay/lesbian studies. English literature. and film
studies at the upper undergraduate and graduate levels. (Cataloging
note: the subject heading "Lesbianism in motion pictures" should
be added to records describing this book. It is lacking in the CIP)
Kathy Rome, College of New Caledonia Lib., Prince George, B.C.

Lesbian Quotations. Compiled by Rosemary E. Silva. Alyson
Press, 1993. $9.95 paper. ISBN 1-55583-231-8
Between Men: English Literature and Mak Homosocial Desire.

"The Lesbian is one of the least known members of our culture.
Less is known about her - and less accurately - than about the
Newfoundland dog." This quote taken from Sappho Was a RightOn Woman (Abbott and Love, 1972) is one of the things that makes
Lesbian Quotations a fun book. Its intent according to the compiler's
introduction is to collect quotes by, for, and about lesbians. The
"by.. and most of the "for" are wonderful. But be warned that over
30 pages of this 215 page book are devoted to quotations that are
intent on "Keeping Lesbians Down." Silva says that she has done
this to preserve historical context, to show us how far we have
come, and how far we have yet to go. With hate running rampant
right now, I'm not so sure I' m up for historical context.
The other parts of this book, however, are delightful. Quotations
are taken from a wide variety of sources, books and magazines,
right up to the 1993 March on Washington speeches. The selections
are from lesbians, gay men and straight folks. For this reason the
title may be somewhat misleading.
This book is an optional purchase in this time of such a growing

wealth of positive, entertaining and enlightening lesbian publishing.
Jane Lowrey, Bellingham Public Library, Bellingham, WA
T
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By Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick. Columbia University Press, 1993 [c.
1985). $15.50 paper. ISBN 0-231-08273-8
When this study initially appeared some seven years ago, it took the
cultures of literary theory and criticism, gay and lesbian studies and
feminist studies by storm. It has since come to be regarded as a
seminal impetus for the further and solid development of gay
studies in the academic world. That said, it should come as no
surprise that this is hardly light reading; and the casaual reader of
Between Men might find little enough to hold interest over the long
haul. In fact. the work is best approached by alternating chapters
and days, since there is so much to ponder once each chapter has
been read. A new preface by the author serves as a reflection on a
job well done; and that, coupled with the introduction, reminds us
that this is about "homosocial.. bonds, about feminist theory, about
homophobia, about women, about deconstructionism, about English literature, about interpretation, about just about everything. A
serious addition to any personal library, worth both the investment
of time and money.
Ed SantaVicca, Arizona State University Libraries, Tempe
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